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The quality of life develops from the set of correct habits, whether professional skills, power tuning,
work with a mood is always a modification of habits, getting rid of the uncommon and introduction of
useful.

To follow habits, you need to bring their execution to the machine, then even during periods of
stress you will follow them.10 small things that will easily improve the quality of life 1. Periodic
decimal change and new impressions

Active people who are accustomed to work under cement and multitasking conditions are subject to
irritability, which takes to accumulate.Do you work in the office or handle twenty-across the garden -
it doesn't matter, we are all people.After all, we all need not only to manage to work, but also to
engage in family, home, to raise children, to solve pressing problems, go shopping.And on rest
sometimes Mizere remains.Not everyone has time to relax on the weekend or in the evenings no
time.2. The ability to resist stress in its own way

Stress and fatigue begin to accumulate and are expressed not only in irritability, but also in reducing
immunity, passive attitude towards themselves and their lives.Once you have found these symptoms
that are complemented by constant annoying requests and questions from family members,
colleagues, and so on, it's time for you to find your own, individual ways to relieve tension and
switch focus of attention.3. Dreams

Imagine what would you choose to do if everything was possible?If you had no restrictions to start
work today?Imagine this picture in the colors and remember pleasant sensations.This is a
volumetric, sometimes changing life question, but it will allow you to start looking for your
dream.Having answered him, you will become one step closer to understanding what you want from
life.4. Awareness of their achievements

Regardless of how much they seem insignificant, lists all your achievements in life.You will be
surprised at how much you can find.It will increase your self-confidence and help you feel
better.Recognizing your own success emphasizes your talents and strengths and can direct you
wherever you want to move on.Thus, you can focus on what skills you have and what strengths you
could use in your own interests.5. Awareness of its goals and barriers

Think about it, and then write down your goals - how much. Do not hurry, think carefully. Everything
that comes to mind what you want to achieve, write down as a goal. Believe you believe it or not, but
fears are the only thing worth between you and your dreams. So it's time to push yourself to a more
positive approach to life. To go to the next step of self-realization, you must get rid of or weakened
the effect of external and internal deterrent factors, such as insecurity, the fear of condemnation.
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Write down everything that holds you on the way to success, it will help you to realize the problem in
more detail and exaggerate it to frightening. 6. Skill Listen

When we pay attention to other people and try to understand them, we treat them as people who
can say something potentially valuable. Thus, we recognize that the person standing in front of us,
whose experience and views differ from our own, can present us something valuable. The hearing is
how we are tuned to the adoption of this gift, with a complete understanding that our own world is
limited and that the speaker can expand our horizons and improve our understanding of the world
around us. When we listen to the other, we allow yourself to reflect, learn and grow, working on to
make a more informed choice in our own life. 7. Lazy

It is important to allow yourself to be lazy in reasonable limits. The thing is that laziness is the
protective function of the body. When we are tired or our nerves are increasing, the body seems to
include the mode of slowing the work of the nervous system. For example, you come home after a
stressful working day and you know that you need to do a few more cases, but instead you have
been scrolling in social networks in social networks throughout the ennal number of time or "hang"
before the TV. From the point of sight of the efficiency, both of these actions are absolutely useless,
but at that moment your tired nervous system reboots, and you find the strength to get up from the
sofa and do something. 8. Sport

Energies are endowed only objects in motion - such is the law of nature. It is necessary to move and
experiment with new types of motor activity. It is very important that you felt a connection with your
bodies again, and it can really help move forward in reducing irritability. Sport classes give the
nerves in order in the long term! If you shudder from the thought of dragging yourself into the gym,
do simple exercises at home without any special equipment or gym membership: dancing, walking,
games with children on the playground. 9. Sex

The most affordable and familiar way to relax, if you are not alone - sex, so you should not
underestimate this side of life. Sex increases our mood and soothes by allocating hormones and
endorphins that he causes in our brain. Enhances the level of oxytocin (hormone of love and
binding), serotonin (hormone of happiness) and dopamine. It stimulates us to experience a sense of
love, unity and happiness, which makes us at least for a while forget about annoying factors. 10.
The ability to quietly leave what no longer brings the desired result or emotion.

Many psychologists recommend bringing everything to the end, even if I do not want.However, it is
still strategically important to throw started.For example, some believe that all books must be
finished to finish.If the book is boring for you and uninteresting, then you are unlikely to take
something useful from there.Do not become hostages of this rule.It prevents from focusing on
important and priority things for you.


